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We develop efficient algorithms for computing the expansion of a given symmet-
ric polynomial into Schur functions. This problem frequently arises in applications
as the problem of decomposing a given representation of the symmetric or general
.linear group into irreducible constituents. Our algorithms are probabilistic, and
run in time which is polynomial in the sizes of the input and output. They can be
used to compute Littlewood]Richardson coefficients, Kostka numbers, and irre-
ducible characters of the symmetric group. Q 1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
The general sparse interpolation problem can be posed as follows. Let V
be a vector space over the rationals or a Z-module of functions with a fixed
 4basis f . Suppose there is a ``black box'' that computes the value of somel
function F from V at any given argument x. We want to find the
decomposition
F s a f : a g Q or a g Z 1.1 .  . l l l l
lgL
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as fast as possible. The computational complexity of any such algorithm is
of course bounded from below by the actual length of the decomposition
 . < <1.1 , that is, by the number L s L of basis functions f that occur inl
 . 1.1 with nonzero coefficients since computing the decomposition re-
.quires, at the very least, writing the answer . So we want to perform the
decomposition efficiently, preferably in time polynomial in L. The term
``sparse'' refers to the fact that the complexity of the algorithm must be
bounded from above by a function of L.
w xThe most important particular case is V s Q x , . . . , x , the ring of1 n
 4polynomials, with f being the basis of monomials. Then there exists anl
w x  .algorithm 2 that finds the decomposition 1.1 in time that is polynomial
in the number of nonzero coefficients a , even if this number is unknownl
a priori. Another interesting case is the interpolation with respect to the
 w x.eigenfunctions of some operator see 5 .
In this paper, we study the sparse interpolation problem for symmetric
w xpolynomials. Let us consider the ring Z x , . . . , x of polynomials with1 n
 .integer coefficients in n variables x s x , . . . , x . We are interested in1 n
w xthe subring L ; Z x , . . . , x of symmetric polynomials, i.e., polynomialsn 1 n
 .p x which are invariant under any permutation of the variables x , . . . , x .1 n
As a Z-module, L possesses quite a few distinguished bases, mostn
prominently the Schur functions s , which are indexed by vectors l sl
 . nl , . . . , l g Z , where l G l G ??? G l G 0. Following the tradition,1 n 1 2 n
we call such a vector l a partition note that, contrary to the usual
.  .convention, some of the l are allowed to vanish . The Schur function s xi l
can be defined in many different ways, in particular, as the following ratio
of two n = n determinants:
s x s det x l jqjy1 rdet x jy1 .  .  .l i i
 w x.see 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 3 . The sparse interpolation problem in L withn
 4respect to the basis s can now be stated as follows.l
1.1. Sparse Interpolation of Symmetric Polynomials
 .  .Input: i A ``black box'' that computes the value F x of some polyno-
mial F g L for any x.n
 .ii The upper bound l on the degree of F.
Output: The decomposition of F into a linear combination of Schur
functions:
F s a s . 1.1.1 . l l
lgL
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Our study of this problem is motivated by the fact that many important
computational problems in the theory of symmetric functions and repre-
sentation theory of the symmetric and general linear groups can be
 .formulated in the form 1.1 . Here are three typical examples.
1.2. Characters of the Symmetric Group
Let p g L denote the power sum corresponding to a partition m seem n
w x.  .Section 2.1 or 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 2 . The coefficients x m of thel
decomposition
p s x m s 1.2.1 .  .m l l
lgL
are known to be integers, namely, the values of irreducible characters xl
of the symmetric group S on the conjugacy class defined by m. Thisn
problem naturally fits our sparse interpolation setup because any value of
 .  .p x can be computed very fast see Section 2.4 . Furthermore, many ofm
 .the coefficients x m can be zero. For instance, the classicall
 .Murnaghan]Nakayama rule implies that x m s 0 unless the number ofl
 w x.parts of m is at least the size of the Durfee square of l see, e.g., 6 .
1.3. Kostka Numbers
For m a partition, let h g L be the corresponding complete homoge-m n
 w x.neous symmetric function see Section 2.1 or 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 2 . The
coefficients K of the decompositionml
h s K s 1.3.1 .m lm l
lgL
 w x.are nonnegative integers called Kostka numbers cf. 7 . These numbers
are nothing but the coefficients of the Schur polynomials,
s s K m , 1.3.2 .l lm m
m
 .where m x denotes the sum of all monomials of type m. Combinatorially,m
K is the number of semistandard Young tableaux of shape l and weightlm
 .m. The computation of the expansion 1.3.1 is equivalent to decomposing
the representation of the symmetric group S induced from the trivialn
representation of its Young subgroup S , into the sum of irreducibles. Thism
problem can be posed as a sparse interpolation problem because for every
 .  .x the value of h x can be computed very fast see Section 2.4 . Further-m
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more, in this particular case there is a simple characterization of the set L
 w x .of partitions l with K / 0 see 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 6 and also Section 2.2 .lm
For partitions with few parts, this set is relatively small.
1.4. Littlewood]Richardson Coefficients
Let m and n be partitions such that
m G n for all i . 1.4.1 .i i
 w x.Then one can define a skew Schur function s see 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 5 .mrn
The coefficients g m of the decompositionnl
s s g m s 1.4.2 .mrn nl l
lgL
are nonnegative integers called the Littlewood]Richardson coefficients. The
 .importance of computing decompositions of the form 1.4.2 comes from
the fact that this is essentially equivalent to expanding the product of two
 .ordinary Schur functions in the basis of Schur functions. In other words,
the Littlewood]Richardson coefficients are the structure constants for this
basis. In representation theory of the symmetric group, the computation of
 .expansions 1.4.2 amounts to decomposing a certain product of two
 .irreducible S -modules or, alternatively, a skew Specht module inton
irreducible components.
The celebrated Littlewood]Richardson rule provides an explicit albeit
.  m 4complicated combinatorial description of the numbers g as countingnl
 .certain tableaux the ``Littlewood]Richardson fillings'' . Most known algo-
rithms computing these numbers make use of this rule; hence their
running time has to be at least linear in the number of the
 .Littlewood]Richardson fillings LRF , which is equal to
LRFm s g m .n nl
l
  m.The complexity O LRF was indeed achieved by the algorithm ofn
w x . mRemmel and Whitney 8 . The number LRF can be very large; in fact, itn
 m 4can be much larger than the length L s a l: g / 0 of the outputnl
 .expansion 1.4.2 . On the other hand, one can observe that for any x the
 .  .numerical value of s x can be computed very fast see Section 2.4 .mrn
 .Thus the problem of computing the decomposition 1.4.2 can be naturally
stated as a sparse interpolation problem of a symmetric polynomial.
 .Generally, it may be interesting to find expansions 1.1 for some
algebraic expressions involving the p , h , and s , such as h y h orm m m rn m9 m0
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 .s y s , where partitions m9 and m0 resp., n 9 and n 0 are ``close''m9rn 9 m0 rn 0
to each other, so that one can expect a short expansion in the Schur
functions basis, although it is hard to tell in advance which l's do come up.
In this paper, we construct a probabilistic algorithm, which solves
 .problem 1.1 in time that is polynomial in the number of variables n, the
< <upper bound l on the degree of F, the length L s L of the resulting
expansion, and the value log M, where2
< <M s a l
lgL
 .this takes care of the binary size of the output . Note that neither M nor
L are known in advance.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the necessary
facts and notions concerning symmetric functions, on one side, and compu-
tational complexity, on the other. The purpose of this section is to bridge
the gap between these two topics. In Section 3 we discuss the general idea
of our algorithms and prove the main technical lemmas. The algorithms
are presented in Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Power Sums and Complete Homogeneous Symmetric Functions
w xFollowing 7 , we introduce the standard notation and terminology
related to symmetric functions. For a positive integer k, define the power
sum p byk
n
kp x s x . 2.1.1 .  .k i
is1
 .It will also be convenient to use the convention p x s 1. For a partition0
 .l s l , . . . , l , we let1 n
p s p ??? p . 2.1.2 .l l l1 n
For m s 1, 2, . . . , define the complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial
h as the sum of all monomials of degree m. By convention, h s 1 andm 0
h s 0 for i - 0. The values of polynomials h can be computed induc-i m
  . w x.tively via the formulas see 2.11 in 7 :
h x s x q ??? qx , .1 1 n
m1
h x s p x h x for m ) 1. 2.1.3 .  .  .  .m r myrm rs1
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 .For a partition l s l , . . . , l , let1 n
h s h ??? h . 2.1.4 .l l l1 n
2.2. Schur Functions and their Newton Polytopes
 .The Schur function s x can be expressed as the Jacobi]Trudi determi-l
  . w x.nant see 3.4 of 7
s s det h . 2.2.1 . .l l yiqj 1Fi , jFni
 .For a pair of partitions m and n satisfying 1.4.1 , the skew Schur function
  . w x.s can be defined as see 5.4 of 7mrn
s s det h . 2.2.2 . .mrn m yn yiqji j 1F i , jFn
The Schur function s is a homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degreel
< < a a1l s l q ??? ql . To write down its expansion into monomials x s x1 n 1
??? x an, let us first generalize the notation for the Kostka numbers, byn
 .denoting K s K , where b s b , . . . , b is the nondecreasing rear-la lb 1 n
 .rangement of a s a , . . . , a . Then1 n
s x s K x a . l la
< <a q ??? qa s l1 n
a G0i
w  .xcf. 1.3.2 . We have already mentioned that K G 0, that is, the Schurla
functions are polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients. The sym-
metry of s is reflected in the fact that K does not change if we permutel la
 w x.the coordinates of a . Besides, K s 1 see 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 6 .ll
Let us now assume that a is a partition, that is, a G ??? G a . It is1 n
known that K ) 0 if and only ifla
k k
a F l for k s 1, . . . , n y 1; i i
is1 is1
n n
a s l i i
is1 is1
 w x.see 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 6 . This condition can be expressed geometrically as
n  .follows. Let us define the polytope P ; R a permutohedron as thel
 .convex hull of all permutations of the vector l s l , . . . , l . Then1 n
 w x.K ) 0 if and only if a g P see, e.g., Rado's theorem in 4, Sect. 3.1 .la l
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 .In other words, the Newton polytope of s x is the permutohedron P .l l
We will need a very rough estimate of K :la
’< <K F l ! , 2.2.3 .la
which follows from the interpretation of K as the multiplicity of somela
 w x.representation see 7, Chap. 1, Sect. 6 .
2.3. Computational Complexity and Algorithms
We adopt the usual computational model, namely, random access mem-
 .  w x.ory RAM with the uniform cost criterion see 1 . Thus our machine
 .operates with integral rational numbers represented by bit strings. The
input size of a number M is approximately log M. We assume that our2
machine can perform arithmetic operations addition, subtraction, multi-
.plication, division, and comparison at the unit time. We also make sure
that the size of all numbers appearing in the course of the algorithm is
bounded by a polynomial in the inputroutput size. We will use probabilis-
tic algorithms, meaning that our machine has a built-in device that can
``toss a coin.'' More precisely, we assume that, at any time, our machine is
w xable to choose, uniformly at random, an integer from the interval 1, N .
By introducing randomness, we allow a certain probability that our algo-
rithm fails to work at a certain step or produces an incorrect answer or
does not stop at all. However, we will make sure that, with probability at
least 0.99, our algorithm stops after certain time t and produces the
correct answer. To ensure an overwhelming probability, we will then run
several copies of our algorithm in parallel and pick the most frequent
answer. For example, if we run m independent copies of the algorithm,
then the probability of failure that is, more than mr2 copies do not stop
.in time t with the correct answer does not exceed
my k km ym0.01 0.99 F 5 , .  .  /k
kFmr2
i.e., is exponentially small.
2.3.1. EXAMPLE. As an illustration, we refer to the randomized polyno-
w xmial time algorithm for testing polynomial identities 9 . Suppose we are
 .given a ``black box'' that computes the value of a certain polynomial F x
 . nat any point x s x , . . . , , x g Z . Suppose we know that the degree of F1 n
does not exceed d. Our goal is to find out whether F identically vanishes
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w xor not. The algorithm proposed in 9 works as follows. Let N s 3dn and
let us choose the coordinates x independently and uniformly from the seti
 4  .1, . . . , N . If F x / 0, then we conclude that F is not identically zero. If
 . w xF x s 0, then the algorithm decides that F ' 0. It is proven in 9 that if
F is not identically zero, the probability of choosing an x such that
 .F x s 0 is at most 1r3, so the algorithm makes an error with probability
F 1r3. To make the probability of error as small as 3ym , we can generate
 .m vectors x in the above-described fashion. If for some of them F x / 0,
then F is not identically 0. Otherwise our algorithm will conclude that
F ' 0.
2.4. Complexity of Symmetric Functions
Let us discuss the computational complexity of the symmetric polynomi-
als p , h , s , and s . For each of these, we want to construct a ``blackl l l m rn
box'' that efficiently computes the value of a function at a given point x.
Our presentation of such constructions will be self-contained, except for
making use of the fact that the determinant of an n = n matrix can be
 3.  w x.  .computed in O n time see, for example, 3 . Using the definition 2.1.1
 .in a straightforward way, we observe that p x , for any given x sk
 .  .  .x , . . . , x , can be computed in O kn time. Then 2.1.2 shows that the1 n
 .  < < .  < <value of p x can be computed in O l n time recall that l s ll 1
.  .q ??? ql . Using recursive formulas 2.1.3 , one can compute the value ofn
 .  2 .  .  < < 2 .h x in O k n time; hence the computation of h x takes O l n timek l
w  .x  .  .see 2.1.4 . The determinantal expressions 2.2.1 ] 2.2.2 allow us to
 .  .  < < 2 3.  < < 2compute the values of s x and s x in O m n q n and O l n qmrn l
3.n time, respectively.
2.5. Notation
We will need some extra notation to be used throughout the paper. A
 . npartition l s l , . . . , l will often be interpreted as a vector in R , the1 n
latter being endowed with the scalar product
 :l, m s l m q l m q ??? ql m .1 1 2 2 n n
We have already used the notation x a to denote x a1 ??? x an, where1 n
 . na s a , . . . , a g Z .1 n
The base of exponentiation and logarithms will be 2 by default, so that
 4 a w xexp a s 2 and log a s log a. Finally, x will denote the integer nearest2
to x.
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3. THE IDEA OF THE ALGORITHMS. BASIC LEMMAS
Our main observation is that the coefficients of the decomposition
F x s a s x .  . l l
lgL
 .can be extracted from some asymptotics of F x . Namely, suppose we are
 .able to choose a vector c s c , . . . , c , where c ) c ) ??? ) c such1 n 1 2 n
 :that the linear function c, l attains its maximum on L on the unique
  4  4.partition n g L . Let us define y s exp tc , . . . , exp tc . Thent 1 n
y1  :lim t log F y s c, n . .t
tªq`
 :Knowing scalar products c, n for various vectors c, we are able to
reconstruct n . Furthermore, we can extract the coefficient a from then
limit
lim F y ry n s a . .t t n
tª`
Modifying F [ F y a s , we proceed to find the next summand.n n
The following two issues should be taken care of. First, we want to find a
vector c that separates some partition n g L from the others. We cannot
do it deterministically without knowing the actual set L , but we can
choose such a c at random with a sufficiently high probability. Second, we
cannot compute asymptotics and we are barred from using very big
numbers. This can be fixed because of the discrete structure of the
problem: the coefficients a are integers and partitions l g L are integraln
vectors as well.
The results of this section formalize the foregoing considerations.
 43.1. LEMMA. Let a : l g L be a set of integers indexed by partitionsl
 .l s l , . . . , l . Let1 n
F x s a s x , x s x , . . . , x . .  .  . l l 1 n
lgL
 .Suppose that c s c , . . . , c : c ) c ) ??? ) c ) 0 is an integral ¨ector1 n 1 2 n
 :such that there is a unique n g L maximizing c, l s c l q ??? qc l1 1 n n
o¨er l g L . Let
< <l q n y 1’< < < <T s 3 l ! a l /n y 1
lgL
 .  4and let us choose t ) 3 ln T. Let y s y , . . . , y , where y s exp tc . Then1 n i i
na s F y ry 3.1.1 .  .n
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and if a / 0, thenn
y1 :c, n s t log F y . 3.1.2 .  .
 .Proof. Let X be the set of all vectors a s a , . . . , a such that the1 n
a  .coefficient before x in F x is nonzero. First, we prove that the coeffi-
n  .cient before x in F x is equal to a . Suppose that for some m g L then
n  .monomial x appears in the expansion of the Schur function s x with am
 .nonzero coefficient. Then see Section 2.2 n belongs to the permutohe-
 :dron P and, therefore, the value c, n does not exceed the maximalm
 :value of the linear function c, ? on the vertices of the permutohedron
 .P , that is, on the permutations of m , . . . , m . Whereas c ) ??? ) c ,m 1 n 1 n
 :the vertex of P with the maximal value of c, ? is the partition m itself.m
 :  :Thus we have c, m G c, n implying that m s n . Whereas the coeffi-
n  .  .cient before x in the expansion of s x is 1 see Section 2.2 , we concluden
n  .that the coefficient before x in F x is a .n
Similarly, we prove that n is the only point in X where the maximal
 :  :  :value of c, l is attained. Indeed, suppose that c, a G c, n for some
a g X. Then there exists m g L such that the monomial x a occurs in the
 .  :expansion of s x with a nonzero coefficient. Then a g P . Hence c, mm m
 :  :G c, a G e, n and, therefore, we must have a s n .
Hence we can write
F y s a y n q b y a , . n a
a
 :  : < < w  .xwhere c, a F c, n y 1 for all a and  b F Tr3 by 2.2.3 . Thusa a
F y ry n s a q b y ary n . . n a
a
Now
1a n  :  : < < 4b y ry s b exp t c, a q c, n F exp yt b F 4 .  a a a 3
a a a
 .and 3.1.1 follows.
Suppose that a / 0. Thenn
2 n ny F F y F T y .3
and hence
1 1y1 n y1 y1 nt log y y F t ln F y F t log y q . .3 3
 : y1 n  .Now we observe that c, n s t log y and 3.1.2 is proven.
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3.2. COROLLARY. Suppose that under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 we
< <also ha¨e l F l for all l g L . Let us choose
z s exp t 2 lc , zq s exp t 2 lc q 1 , i s 1, . . . , n , 4  4 .  .i i i i
and
z s z , . . . , z , z s z , . . . , z , zq , z , . . . , z , i s 1, . . . , n. .  .0 1 n i 1 iy1 i iq1 n
 .If a / 0, then n s n , . . . , n can be computed asn 1 n
y1 y1n s t log F z y t log F z for i s 1, . . . , n. .  .i i 0
i  .Proof. Let C s 2 lc , . . . , 2 lc , 2 lc q 1, 2 lc , . . . , 2 lc and C s1 iy1 i iq1 n
 .  :  :2 lc , . . . , 2 lc . Because for any l / n from L we have c, l F c, n1 n
 :  :y 1 provided l / m, we conclude that C, l F C, n y 2 l for every
l / n from L . Whereas n F l we conclude that for every C i the scalari
 i :product C , l attains its unique maximum on L at the same point n .
 .The proof follows by 3.1.2 .
3.3. LEMMA. Let L be a family of points in Zn. Let b : i s 1, . . . , n bei
 4the integers drawn independently and uniformly from the set 1, . . . , N , where
< < 2N G 100 L and let c s b q ??? qb , . . . , c s b q ??? qb , . . . , c s1 1 n 2 2 n k
b q ??? qb , . . . , c s b . Then c ) c ) ??? ) c ) 0 and with probabil-k n n n 1 2 n
ity at least 0.99,
 :  :c, l / c, l for any two l / l from L .1 2 1 2
Proof. The first statement is obvious. Let us prove the second one. Let
 4n nI s 1, . . . , N be the integral cube consisting of N points. We choosen
at random a uniformly distributed vector b g I and then transform it ton
y the vector c s Ab, where A is an invertible linear operator. Let L s l1
4y l : l , l g L , l / l be the set of differences. Our aim is to show2 1 2 1 2
that with the probability at least 0.99,
 :  : yc, l s b , A*l / 0 for any l g L . 3.2.1 .
Whereas A is invertible, A*l / 0 provided l / 0. Thus the set of those
 .b g I that violate at least one of the conditions 3.2.1 is contained in then
< y< ny1union of L hyperplanes. A hyperplane contains at most N points in
 .I because the set of some n y 1 coordinates uniquely determines then
< y< < < 2remaining coordinate. Finally, L F L , so the total number of points
 . n ny1 < < 2b g I that satisfy 3.2.1 is at least N y N L . The proof nown
follows.
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4. THE ALGORITHMS
4.1. The Basic Algorithm
We start with the situation where we are given some a priori bounds on
 .the number of summands in 1.1 and the size of the coefficients a .l
Input: A polynomial F g L given by the ``black box,'' numbers M, L,n
and l such that in the decomposition
F x s a s x .  . l l
lgL
< < < < < <one has L F L,  a F M, and l F l for any l g L . We assumelg L l
that a : l g L are nonzero integers.l
ALGORITHM.
Step 0. Let N s 100L2. Choose independently at random n numbers
 4b , . . . , b distributed uniformly in the interval 1, . . . , N . Let c s b1 n 1 1
q ??? qb , c s b q ??? qb , . . . , c s b q ??? qb , . . . , c s b .n 2 2 n k k n n n
< <l q n y 1’< < w xCompute T s 3 l! M and an integer t s 3 log T q 3. /n y 1
 4 q   .4Let z s exp 2 tlc , z s exp t 2 lc q 1 for i s 1, . . . , n.i i i i
 .  q .Let z s z , . . . , z and z s z , . . . , z , z , z , . . . , z for i s0 1 n i 1 iy1 i iq1 n
1, . . . , n.
 .Compute f s F z for i s 0, . . . , n.i i
Set L s B.
Set s s 0.
Step 1. If f s 0 for some i s 0, 1, . . . , n, then stop. If s ) L, theni
w y1 xreport ``failure'' and stop. Otherwise compute l s t log f yi i
w y1 x  .t log f for i s 1, . . . , n. If l s l , . . . , l is not a partition, report0 1 n
 4 w lx``failure'' and stop. Otherwise, let L s L j l and a s f rz .l 0
 .Let f [ f y a s z for i s 0, . . . , n.i i l l i
Let s [ s q 1 and return to Step 1.
4.1.1. THEOREM. With the probability at least 0.99 the preceding algo-
rithm computes the expansion
F s a s l l
lgL
in time that is polynomial in log M, n, L, and l.
Proof. Lemma 3.3 implies that with the probability at least 0.99 we
 :  :have c, l / c, l for any two l / l from L . We claim that if on1 2 1 2
Step 0 we managed to choose c so that the condition is indeed satisfied
then the algorithm works correctly. Using Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 we
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prove by induction that after the k th iteration of Step 1 we have computed
1 k  :the first k partitions n , . . . , n from L in the decreasing order of c, l ,
that a are the correct coefficients before s in the expansion of F forl l
l s n 1, . . . , n k, and that
f s F z , where F s a s . . i k i k l l
1 k 4lgL_ n , . . . , n
So the algorithm works correctly.
To estimate the complexity of the algorithm, we note that because of
 .our choice of t, the bit size of z which is approximately log z is boundedi i
by a polynomial in n, l, log M, and L. The algorithm calls the black box
 .  .  .n q 1 times to compute F z and uses at most L n q 1 computationsi
 .  .of s z that can be accomplished in polynomial time see Section 2.4 .l i
Using the construction of Section 2.3 we can make the error probability
 y1 .smaller than any given e ) 0 by running O log e independent copies of
the algorithm in parallel.
4.2. The General Algorithm
< <We proceed with the situation where no a priori bounds on L and M
< <are given. We do need a bound l on l : l g L , that is, a bound on the
 .degree of F. Note that l is implicitly encoded in the input: the size of F x
for a general x is proportional to deg F.
Input: A polynomial F g L given by the ``black box'' and a number ln
such that deg F F l.
ALGORITHM.
Step 0. Introduce integral variables M , L , s.1 1
Set M s L s 1, s s 0.1 1
Step 1. Let M [ 2 M , L s L q 1, s s s q 1. Run the algorithm1 1 1 1
from Section 4.1 with M s M , L s L , and l. If the algorithm produces a1 1
decomposition
F s a s , l l
lgL
test this decomposition by the algorithm in Example 2.3.1 for testing
polynomial identities so as to ensure the probability of error to be at most
0.005 = 2ys. If the identity is accepted, report it and stop. Otherwise go to
Step 1.
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4.2.1. THEOREM. Let
F s a s l l
lgL
be the expansion of F and let
< < < <M s a and L s L . l
lgL
Then with the probability at least 0.99 the preceding algorithm stops in time
polynomial in log M, n, L, and l, pro¨iding the correct decomposition.
Proof. There are two types of possible errors. First, the algorithm can
accept a decomposition that is not correct. Alternatively, the algorithm
may not come up with a decomposition at all. The probability of the first
type of error does not exceed ` 0.005 = 2ys s 0.005. Because thess1
algorithm in Section 4.1 always stops after at most L iterations, in time
polynomial in log M, L, and l we either report a decomposition and stop
or get to the situation with M G M and L G L. Theorem 4.1.1 implies1 1
 .2that with probability at least 1 y 0.01 we will report the correct decom-
position within two iterations of Step 1 after that.
4.3. COROLLARY. There exist probabilistic polynomial time algorithms for
the problems in Sections 1.2]1.4, that is,
 .}for computing an expansion 1.2.1 of a gi¨ en power sum p ;m
}for computing all non¨anishing Kostka numbers K , for a fixed ¨aluelm
of m; and
 .}for computing the Littlewood]Richardson expansion 1.4.2 of a gi¨ en
skew Schur function s .mrn
Proof. As stated in Section 2.4, for any given x we can compute the
 .  .  . < <values of p x , h x , and s x in time that is polynomial in n and m .m m m rn
So we can design a polynomial time ``black box'' for F in the cases when F
is one of p , h , or s , and then apply the algorithm in Section 4.2.m m m rn
We remark that the computation of the Littlewood]Richardson expan-
sions was the original motivation for our work.
 4If we know in advance the set L s l of the l for which a is nonzerol
this is the case, for example, in Section 1.3, then the algorithm can be
< <greatly simplified. Namely, we can compute the values of F and s at Ll
randomly generated points x and then extract the coefficients a from thel
resulting system of linear equations. However, even in this case our
methods might appear useful. For example, the set L may be so big that it
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 .is impossible to solve or even to store the corresponding system of
 .equations. In this case, we cannot hope to find the decomposition 1.1 . On
the other hand, our algorithm enables us to write some m terms of this
2 .decomposition in O m time. To do this, find l g L with the maximal
5 5norm l and use Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 with c s l. Then we let
 4F [ F y a s , L s L _ l , and proceed as before.l l
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